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Abstract. The generating principle of skew bevel gear tooth face is analyzed about spherical 

involute, base cone and base plane that tangent to the base cone is constructed. Firstly, based on the 
relevant motion between the base cone and the generating line in the generating process of tooth 

surface, a new machining method of skew bevel gear using disc milling tool is explored. Secondly, 
motion equation of finish machining is set up by cutting process analysis. Finally, structure of 

machine and cutter is designed and the performance of this method is verified by experimental 
results. The result indicates that: the milling process of the skew bevel gear with no theoretic error 

can be realized by 3-axis linkage based on the proposed theory that has a simple motion and easy to 
be controlled. 

Introduction 

Bevel gear as transfer intersect axis motion and power drive device is widely used for power 
machinery in the field of vehicles, aerospace, petroleum, metallurgy, etc. Skew bevel gear as a kind 

of gear has many advantages such as high strength, good gear tooth coincident coefficient, smooth 
operation, high bearing capacity, and so on[1-2]. Early skew bevel gear tooth surface mainly 

formed by planning processing method, but due to the machining efficiency and precision was low, 
it was replaced by circular bevel gear that made by face milling cutting of Gleason gear system[3].  

  According to the principle of tooth profile meshing, bevel gear is spherical involute tooth 
profile. Currently Gleason cutting tooth method adopts the way that back cone expand on the plane 

of imaginary equivalent cylindrical gear approximate substitution, conical surface formed by 
straight cutting edge rotary that constitute cutting plane of gear cutting cutter head to envelope 

generative conjugate convex and concave tooth flank. Due to the project is used for approximate 
method, so an error in the principle of design and processing is generated on cutting bevel gear 

system , resulting in two gear can not mesh correctly and contact poor. In order to obtain a better 
meshing performance, , need to be modified repeatedly, at the same time, must be machined in pairs 

and assembled in pairs, and shall be repeated adjustments to the cutting machine tool. Now the 
manufacturing process of spiral bevel gear is very complicated, the quality control is very difficult, 
the machine tools and cutters are very expensive [4-6]. 

Due to the spherical involute linear skew bevel gears have many advantages, such as 
instantaneous speed transmission ratio is constant, the gear can be interchangeable, using for 

precision transmission, etc. According to the proposed principle, this paper to explore the method of 
generating shape line cutting principle, this paper explores the method of machining the helical 

bevel gear tooth flank with no principle error, circular cutter is used as cutting tool, the line made 
by the vertical intersection of the blade end face and the base plane is the tooth surface generating 

line, and the bevel gear tooth surface milling can be realized by three axis linkage[7-9].  

The Formation of Spherical Involute Skew Bevel Gear Tooth Surface 

Inner spherical there is a vertex through the center and bottom , that tangent to the base cone gear 
and intersects at the base cone, then formed a imaginary circle plan Q, as shown in Fig. 1. When the 

Q round plane and the base cone relative rolling, M point on the circumference of Q round flat 
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formed a trajectory on the spherical, this trajectory is defined as spherical involute. Q round plane 

gear is defined as base circle plane or base plane of base cone gear. 

M

B

Q

 

Figure 1. Spherical involute tooth face forming diagram                              

 

Figure 2. The generating process of cone involute surface 

As shown in Fig. 2, the Q plane and the base cone in the process of relative motion as described 
above, Spherical involute MB is obtained by generating motion of point M on the big end of bevel 

gear, the point M is on the Q circle plane, in the same way, spherical involute 
''BM  is obtained by 

generating motion of point 
'M  on the small end of bevel gear, the space involute surface is formed 

by the infinite point on curve
'MM  formed the involute cluster, this involute surface is conical 

involute gear tooth surface,
'MM is called tooth surface generating line. When generating linear is 

straight line that is not through the circle center O, the generating tooth surface is spherical involute 

spiral bevel gear tooth surface, through straight line
'MM to do a plane pt

that is vertical to Q plane, 

obviously plane pt
tangent to tooth surface on straight line 

'MM  , so plane pt
is called 

generating line of tooth surface or tangent plane.  

The Principle of Skew Bevel Gear Tooth 

In Fig. 3, the base circle plane Q having generating motion in the base cone surface, the rotating 

motion between Q plane rotating around its central axis with angular velocity vector 
)q( and 

center rotating around base cone axis with angular velocity vector
)t(  have been composed, the 

motion of circular cone relative to the base cone is 
)t()q(    in the center point. When the base 

cone rotating around its central axis with angular velocity vector 
)t( ,the generating motion of 

tooth surface can be divided into: base cone relative to the space fixed coordinate system rotating 

around its central axis with angular velocity vector 
)t( ,Q and generating liner relative to the space 

fixed coordinate system rotating around its central axis with angular velocity vector 
)q( , the 

relationship between each other is:  

b

t

q
sin




                                                                               (1) 

The shadow part is the region between the root cone and face cone ,that is bevel gear in cutting 

region of Q plane, according to the above motion relation, the milling cutter strings ddVW
 rotating 
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around Q with angular velocity 
)q( in Q plane, when generating line in the WV , small bevel gear 

side is cut by milling cutter strings .The generating shape liner is located on the left side of the root 

when moving to the position
'W , that means cutter cut into tooth root, that become over-cutting. 

The cutting edge rotating with angular velocity q
follow Q while slipping along the string 

direction have their own slip, the synthetic motion W  points along the direction nOW , to ensure 

the point W is always in the root that does not occur over-cutting, as shown in Fig. 5. Due to the 

cutter head rotating around O with angular velocity 
)q( on Q plane, so it is possible to get W point 

perpendicular to the direction of straight line OW  that the speed is qq )tt(secR  00 
. 

According to the right angle OGW  get the OWspeed along point W is: 

)tt(cos

)tt(sinR
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The relation of cutting edge along itself slipping is:  
)tt(tanRGW qd 00  
                                                      (3) 

At the same time speed of cutting edge along itself direction slipping is GW:  
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Figure 3. 

 

Figure 4. 

 Fig. 3. No over cutting skew bevel gear tooth surface generation 

 Fig.4. Machining process of skew bevel gear tooth surface with disc milling cutter 

As shown in Fig.4, according to the characteristics of spiral bevel gear tooth surface is generated, 
disk shaped milling cutter is selected as the cutting tool to realize the tooth surface precision 

machining, the main cutting edge of the cutter teeth in the same plane, so the milling cutter edge of 
the main cutting and Q plane are perpendicular and intersected at the tooth generating line, therefore 

the main cutting edge is coincide with the the tooth surface that through generating line. The disc 
shaped cutter rotating with high-speed when the cutting tooth is machining, a rotary plane is formed 

by the main cutting edge, the string ddVW
in the rotary plane can be used as the tooth generating 

line to achieve the tooth surface generation motive. 
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The Analysis of Tooth Surface Machining Process 

In this paper, triaxial linkage bevel gear milling NC machine was developed according to the above 
cutting method. The bevel gear tooth surface machining and be realized by cutting tooth axis A, 

axis C, axis Y linkage in the machining process, through rotating shaft A to implement workpiece 
rotating, through axis Y along the root cone linear to motive by linear , the revolution of axis C gear, 

the relative position of the tool and the workpiece is controlled, , cutting of bevel gear is realized. 
At the end of the generating shape line W that coordinate is ywr in machining process, 

generating shape line along the root cone to move forward feed, that is the machine tool along the Y 
axial forward feed; direction angle of the gear is γr, common corner machine tool of gear along the 
A axis to rotate; the workpiece self-rotation angle is фr, tooth surface machining motion equation is: 

)tttan(Ry qrlqwrl   00                                                      (5)  

 
tt qfrrlqrl   0                                                     (6)  
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                                                                 (7)  

The initial position of the tool is:   
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And rbr as gear small end generatrix length of base cone long.  

 

Figure 5.  Bevel gear machining principle machine tools                              

 

Figure 6.  Tooth surface along the root of the small end over cutting 

The tool setting work need to be completed before the machining of right tooth face , the initial 

position of the tool relative to the workpiece need to be found, coordinate W at the end of 
generating shape line is: 

)ttan(Ry rlqwrl 000 
                                                         (9) 

The initial position of the horizontal rotary table is: 

00 rlqfrrl t 
, 00 rl

                                                             (10) 
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Rotating angle for revolution that the tooth cutting from the small end of single tooth to big end 

of single tooth: 
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The angle of revolve on its axis is:         
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The Milling Test and Inspection 

According to the mathematical model of skew bevel gear tooth surface, a accurate 
three-dimensional point cloud model of bevel gear is established under the matlab environment, at 

the same time in the theory of tooth surface measurement path is , after coordinate system that 
consistent with measuring coordinate system is established, the theoretical of coordinate grid nodes 
can be obtained. Then three coordinate measuring machine be used for measuring the actual grid 

node on the tooth surface. Mesh nodes data on the actual tooth surface is collected, that is space 
position error between the actual tooth surface and the theoretical tooth surface value on the tooth 

surface discrete points. The data points is introduced into Matlab that collected by three coordinate 
measuring machine through coordinate transformation ,the tooth surface error of spiral bevel gear is 

used to evaluate. 

 

Figure 7.  Tooth surface inspection point 

 

Figure 8.  Three coordinate inspection of tooth face 

After the measurement coordinate system is established, the probe of three coordinate measuring 
machine is preset to the normal vector direction of initial measurement point, along the measuring 

point vector direction to measure it. The two side surface of the spiral bevel gear tooth surface along 
the normal direction is respectively measured by the measuring machine in accordance with the 45 
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tooth surface measuring nodes, as shown in Fig. 8. All teeth are successively measured, the final 

data is the average of all teeth. 

 

Figure 9.  Error analysis of left tooth face 

 

Figure .10  Error analysis of righttooth face 

 

Measurement results show that on the left of gear tooth face the most-positive deviation is 
0.0379, max negative deviation is 0.0491mm; the right side of tooth face max deviation is 

0.0289mm, max negative deviation is 0.0390mm. Deviation trend: the left side is the downward 
trend from small end to big end, the max deviation at the top of the small end tooth; the right side is 
the upward trend from small end to big end, the max deviation at the top of the small end tooth.  

Conclusions 

With the generating line of tooth surfac as the a string on the disc cutter during generating process 

of skew bevel gear, inverse motion of tooth surface generating motion that is used as the main 
motion of cutting tooth processing, without error of spherical involute skew bevel gear tooth surface 

can be obtained by milling of three-axis linkage, the motion process of gear cutting processing is 
greatly simplified. Improve the machining precision and machining efficiency of helical bevel gear, 

the cost of machine tool and the gear machining significantly is reduced. The formation of gear 
tooth surface which has the characteristics of the ideal spherical involute, so without matching 

processing, the exchange of cutting gear can be realized, and which the active control of tooth 
surface contact area can be realized, and the complicated adjustment process of traditional methods 

is avoided. 
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